
Cable Pioneer 240W USB C to USB C SA31-CC5 / 240W/ 1,2m (bla Ref: 6956116759438
Cable Pioneer 240W USB C to USB C SA31-CC5 / 240W/ 1,2m (black)

Pioneer 240W USB C to USB C Joyroom SA31-CC5 / 240W / 1.2m (black) cable
Looking for a durable and reliable cable? Joyroom will be the right one for you! This high-quality cable is designed for efficient charging
and data transfer. Thanks to the use of different types of USB to USB-C connector, it is compatible with many devices. It will meet the
expectations of even the most demanding!
 
Excellent Performance 
The Joyroom cable allows for fast charging at 240 watts. This means that your equipment will be energized quickly and efficiently - it will
charge your MacBook to full in just 1.5 hours! What's more, the data transfer speed reaches up to 480Mbps, allowing you to transfer files
and use applications that require fast data access in no time. What's more, with its USB to Lightning interface, it  will  fit  most modern
devices including tablets as well as phones. 
 
Tailored to your Needs
The cable is made of durable material (zinc alloy and braided nylon), which not only protects against damage, but also ensures flexibility
and long-lasting use. It will retain its properties for a long time What's more, its length reaches as much as 1.2 meters, so using it will be
very  comfortable.  Moreover,  you  can  rest  assured  about  your  devices,  as  the  cable  is  equipped  with  E-Marker  chip,  ensuring  safe
charging. 
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	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	SA31-CL3
	Power
	240 W
	Length
	1,2 m 
	Color 
	Black

Price:

€ 5.10

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, USB-C
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